
Summer Reading Program – Entering 11th Graders  
Theme:  American Dream 

 

Required Reading Book 
 

 

 
 

The Secret Life Of Bees by Sue Monk Kidd: The Secret Life of Bees is the 
story of Lily Owens, a girl who has shaped her life around one devastating 
memory-the afternoon her mother was killed, when Lily was four.  
Besides her harsh and unyielding father, Lily’s only companion is 
Rosaleen, a tender, but fierce, black woman who cooks, cleans and acts 
as her “stand-in-mother”. Set in 1964 in South Carolina, a place and time 
of seething racial divides, violence explodes one summer afternoon, and 
Rosaleen is arrested and beaten.  Lily is desperate; not only to save 
Rosaleen, but to flee from a life she can no longer endure. They are taken 
in by three black, bee-keeping sisters and Lily is consumed by their secret 
world of bees and honey, and of the Black Madonna who presides over 
the household of strong, wise women.  Lily’s journey is one of painful 
secrets and shattering betrayals but that ultimately helps her find the 
thing her heart longs for most. 

 

 

Summer Reading: Socratic Seminar  

The project for summer reading will be a Socratic seminar with your classmates 

during the first week of school. A seminar is a forum type discussion based off the teaching 

methods of the philosopher, Socrates. A list of prompts will be attached to the back of this 

packet. You will be responsible for taking notes as you read this summer and will be 

discussing your ideas and perspectives about the novel with your classmates when you 

return. Also attached, are a list of prompt topics, guidelines, expectations, and a scoring 

rubric.  

 

 



Summer Reading: Socratic Seminar Prompts 

 Characters: character questions probe into the ideals, actions, purposes, 

and motives of the characters. 

 

 Setting: setting questions consider how the settings of the story represent, 

influence, or influence the novel itself and our lives. 

 

 Symbols: symbol questions look for the underlying meaning in symbolic 

items, relationships, speech, and actions throughout the novel, they 

interpret the ‘ideas’ behind the ‘things.’ 

 

 Theme/motif: theme/motif questions identify or prompt discussion on the 

underlying truths about humanity in the book, what the author was trying 

to communicate about society. 

 

 Style: style questions reflect on the way the author chose to write the 

novel. What technical elements did he include, what decisions did he 

make, and how did they influence the telling of the story? Analyze the 

author's writing style and decide if they're a master or an amateur. 

 Essential: essential questions examine ideas from the novel. (e.g. what is 

love? how does one love? what is family? what is normal? what role does 

community play in the individual’s life? Is love helpful or harmful?) 

 

 

 

 

 



Guidelines for Participants in a Socratic Seminar 

1. Refer to the text when needed during the discussion. A seminar 

is not a test of memory. You are not "learning a subject"; your 

goal is to understand the ideas, issues, and values reflected in 

the text 

2.      It’s OK to "pass" when asked to contribute 

3.      Do not participate if you are not prepared 

4.      Do not stay confused; ask for clarification 

5.      Focus on the subject currently under discussion; make   

          notes about ideas you  want to come back to 

6.      Don't raise hands; take turns speaking 

7.      Listen carefully 

8.      Speak up so that all can hear you 

9.      Talk to each other, not just to the leader or teacher 

10.    Discuss ideas, not just each other's opinions 

11.    You are responsible for the seminar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Expectations of Participants in a Socratic Seminar 

 

When I am evaluating your Socratic Seminar participation, I ask the 

following questions about participants.  Did they….  

Speak loudly and clearly? 

Cite reasons and evidence for their statements? 

Listen to others respectfully? 

Stick with the subject? 

Talk to each other, not just to the leader? 

Paraphrase accurately? 

Ask for help to clear up confusion? 

Support each other? 

Avoid hostile exchanges? 

Question others in a civil manner? 

Seem prepared? 

  



Socratic Seminar:  Participant Rubric    

 

A Level Participant 

   

 Participant offers enough solid analysis, without prompting, to 
move the conversation forward  

 Participant, through her comments, demonstrates a deep 
knowledge of the text and the question  

 Participant has come to the seminar prepared, with notes  
 Participant, through her comments, shows that she is actively 

 listening to other participants  
 Participant offers clarification and/or follow-up that extends 

    the conversation  
 Participant’s remarks often refer back to specific parts of the text.  

   

 
B Level Participant 

   
 Participant offers solid analysis without prompting  
 Through comments, participant demonstrates a good knowledge 

of the text and the question  
 Participant has come to the seminar prepared, with notes  
 Participant shows that he/she is actively listening to others 

     and  offers clarification and/or follow-up  
 

 
C Level Participant 

 Participant offers some analysis, but needs prompting from the 
     seminar leader  

 Through comments, participant demonstrates a general 
 knowledge of the text and question  

 Participant is less prepared, with few notes  
 Participant is actively listening to others, but does not offer 

       clarification and/or follow-up to others’ comments  
 Participant relies more upon his or her opinion, and less on the 

text to drive her comments  
 

 

D or F Level Participant 

 Participant offers little commentary  
 Participant comes to the seminar ill-prepared with little 

    understanding of the text and question  
 Participant does not listen to others, offers no commentary to 

   further the discussion         
 Participant distracts the group by interrupting other speakers or 

   by offering off topic questions and comments. 
 Participant ignores the discussion and its participants  

 

 



Summer Reading: Socratic Seminar  

Directions: below are the questions/prompts for your Socratic Seminar on Secret Life of 

Bees. Read them and make notes about your thoughts, keeping track of ideas you might 

want to discuss during the seminar. 

 

1. T-Ray asks Lily what she remembers about her mother’s death. She was four at the 
time. What does she recall about her mother at this point in the story? Plot (Chapter 
1) 

 
2. What do we learn about T. Ray when he tells Lily: “You act no better than a slut.” How 

does he punish her? Characterization (Chapter 1) 
 

3. Discuss the metaphor about Lily’s mother: “Like she was bits and pieces of insulation 
molded against my skin, helping me absorb all his meanness.” What two things is Lily 
comparing in this line? Literary Devices (Chapter 1) 

 
4. In this chapter, Lily realizes that she has to leave her father. What does this decision 

say about her? Characterization (Chapter 1) 
 

5. How does the minister react to seeing Rosaleen in his church? What does this tell us 
about the time period? Plot/Historical Background (Chapter 1) 

 
6. What does T. Ray tell Lily about her mother? How do you think she feels? Plot 

(Chapter 2) 
 

7. Why does Lily say, “I was think how much older fourteen had made me. In the space 
of a few hours I’d become forty years old”? What occurred to make her feel this way? 
What makes children grow up too fast? Plot/Building Connections (Chapter 2) 

 
8. Monk Kidd describes the Sylvan Memorial Hospital with a list of smells. How can smell 

characterize a place? Setting/Sensory Details (Chapter 2) 
 

9. What images does Monk Kidd use to describe August Boatwright? 
Imagery/Characterization (Chapter 4) 

 
10. June says, “But she’s white, August.” Lily overhears her. Why is this unusual for Lily to 

hear? Discuss how white people can experience discrimination. Building 
Connections/Social Issues (Chapter 5) 

 



11. August teaches Lily about “bee yard etiquette.” How does she compare the world to 
bees? Literary Devices/Theme (Chapter 5) 

 
12. What does May Boatwright do to cope when her heart can’t bear all the pain and 

sorrows in the world? Plot (Chapter 5) 
 

13. “Lily, I like you better than any girl I’ve ever known, but you have to understand, 
there are people who would kill boys like me for even looking at girls like you,” Zach 
tells Lily. What does this comment say about the social climate of the time? What 
other stories do you know where young lovers face prejudices from society? 
Historical Background/Social Issues (Chapter 7) 

 
14. What does August mean when she says: “the hardest thing on earth is choosing what 

matters”? Analysis (Chapter 8) 
 

15. Why does Lily call her father? Is she homesick? Worried about him? What did she 
expect to gain from talking to him? Analysis (Chapter 8) 

 
16. Lily asks May if she ever knew a Deborah Fontel. Who is Deborah? How is May’s 

response a turning point in the story? How dows Lily react to her answer? Why does 
May suddenly need to go to her wailing wall? Plot/Analysis (Chapter 9) 

 
17. Why do they eat seeds during vigil? What can seeds be a symbol of? Literary Devices 

(Chapter 10) 
 

18. How is Zach changing? Why is he changing? What is the literary term used for a 
character who changes? Characterization/Literary Devices (Chapter 11) 

 
19. When Lily learns the truth about her mother, she thinks, “Knowing can be a curse on 

a person’s life. I’d traded in a pack of lies for a pack of truth. . .” How is she coping 
with this knowledge? What is she feeling now? Analysis (Chapter 12) 

 
20. August tells Lily, “There is nothing perfect, there is only life.” What does August 

mean? Provide an example of this statement from your life. Analysis/Building 
Connections (Chapter 12) 

 
21. Describe the ritual of Mary Day. How does the ritual help Lily overcome her anger? 

Plot/Analysis (Chapter 13) 
 

22. What is the significance of Rosaleen getting a voting card? Social Issues (Chapter 14) 
 



23. What is Zach’s news? How probable is it this would have occurred? Historical 
Background (Chapter 14) 

 
24. What does August mean when she tells Lily she has to “find a mother inside 

[herself]”? What are the characteristics August tells Lily she needs? Analysis/Theme 
(Chapter 14) 

 
25. Why does T. Ray call Lily “Deborah”? What has happened to him? Plot/Analysis 

(Chapter 14) 
 
 
 


